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Mighty Quins 2011



DRAGONS AWARDS 2011

    2007   2008   2009   2010    2011 
  
Man of Steel   Sam Sharpe  Marcus Parnell   Ryan Dowsett  Lawrence Chittil  Nick Brooks 
 
Lighthouse Trophy        Lawrence Chittil Billy Young   Nick Brooks 
 
Under 7 
Player of the Year        Mason Meadows Solomon Murdoch-North Ben York 
Players’ Player         Rhys Price  Mason Meadows  Aiden Phillips 
 
Under 9     
Player of the Year  Jack Johnson  Alex Russell  Sam Crean  Daniel Clark   Rhys Price 
Players’ Player    Jack Johnson  Sam Crean  Jack Bloomfield Oliver Faux   Jordan Koroitamana 
 
Under 11 
Player of the Year     Charlie Faux  Rebecca Wadhams  William Vodo   Taylor Van Den Heever 
Players’ Player      Tom Josling  Robert Butler  Lewis Hollidge   Anthony Parish 
 
Under 12        
Player of the Year  Lawrence Chittil    George Carlin  David Harris   Oliver Bell 
Players’ Player    Lawrence Chittil    Ben Masalovich Mitchell Stone   Josh Bruin 
 
Under 13 
Player of the Year     Louis Bryant     Andrew Woodrow 
Players’ Player      Henry Butler     Ben Masalovich 
 
Under 14 
Player of the Year     Lawrence Chittil Jack Baulch  Richard Harris   Connor Nayler 
Players’ Player      Nick Hardinges Munro Third  Elliott Barnes   Mitchell Stone 
 
Under 16 
Player of the Year     Jack Carlin  Doug Ebanks  Jack Johnson   Adam Barnett 
Players’ Player      Ryan Dowsett  Jordan Lewis  Henry Butler   Henry Butler 
  
Under 18 
Player of the Year        Callum Bowie  Jamie Sanger   Reece Price 
Players’ Player         Danny Routledge Doug Ebanks   Kishan Muthu 
    
Masters 
Player of the Year           Graham McManus  Joe Egan 
Players’ Player            George Cooke   George Cooke 



Season # 4 – Growth & Success 
 
30

th
 November 2007, 12 men met in The Roseneath Pub, no alcohol just tea & Medway Dragons RLFC was 

formed with a view to having two teams maybe 35 players. 6
th
 January 2008 an Open Day was held and over 

150 people turned up. We ended up with 7 teams in 2009. 2010 was bigger and better with the introduction 
of Masters (over 35) which has grown in strength this season with more players signing up wanting to play 
‘We do not stop playing because we grow old, but we grow old because we stop playing’ is our Masters 
ethos.   
 
In 2011 Medway Dragons RLFC now fields 11 teams U7, U9, U11, U12, U14, U16, U18, Masters and the 
newly formed Girls U12/14, Open Age and Wheelchair RL teams. The core of our Open Age Team has come 
through from our Under 16’s in 2008 combining them with the local Army players and new players wanting to 
play Rugby League has, so far, been a huge success.   From a tough start, the team were in a position to 
win all of their five last games. 
 
Our Wheelchair RL was launched on 2

nd
 March 2011 at Medway Park we now enjoy a large team of disabled 

and non-disabled players. Wheelchair Rugby League is not a disabled sport but a sport in which disabled 
people can play on equal-terms with non-disabled people and is growing fast. We have sports Wheelchairs 
available for anyone wishing to come and try out the sport. Training is 19.00 – 21.00 Wednesday evenings at 
Medway Park, Gillingham ME7 1HF and play in the WRLA National Championship.  The Wheelchair RL is 
another significant step for our sport in London & the South and especially in Medway. We are absolutely 
committed to providing an opportunity for the whole community to play Rugby League.  
 
ClubMark GOLD was first achieved by the club in July 2009 project managed by Pal Bains the club. We were 
ere-qualified in 2011.  Our volunteer group is now 60 plus and we are constantly developing all of our 
volunteers by investing in structured education programmes and development. All teams benefit from a Head 
coach, two assistant coaches and at least one Team Manager. Every team and player profits from our 
outstanding Strength & Conditioning team and we have recently appointed a qualified Sports Therapist who 
assess and treats players at the club, getting them back on the park, in better health and with a better 
understanding 
 
In September 2010 we launched a primary schools Tag Rugby League programme, using our young 
volunteers all trained on the RFL programme, aiming to introduce the game to schools. 
 
To continue to build on our solid foundations, enabling the club to continue to grow and sustain it for the 
future, our biggest efforts go into the Mini section giving the chance of producing great players through a 
great club. Enabling absolutely everyone, no matter what their age, gender, ability to play Rugby League, the 
Greatest Game, throughout the Medway Towns and Kent is our aim. 
 
We have engaged with several partners to be able to employ a Community Rugby League Coach, Mark 
Roughsedge.  Mark works very hard and has embraced a huge amount of schools groups and people 
outside of the normal sporting world.  He has delivered sessions in all manner of places and been very 
successful in establishing Girls, Open Age and Wheelchair Rugby League at The Dragons. 
 
The future Medway Dragons is very bright.  With the large and stable playing base, outstanding volunteers, 
enthusiastic and competent coaches and a growing community, all with a shared vision and belief, we have 
the right components to progress.  The RFL vision of a National Structure, providing a pathway to the very 
top provides a great opportunity to make progress and provide a place for everyone to belong. 
 
We have had remarkable success with representative football with, to date Medway Dragon RLFC have 
produced 8 players signing professional contracts with Harlequins Rugby League in 3 and half years.   
 
This year we had 29 players selected for London RL Origin, 13 players participating in the RFL Player 
Development Centres and 8 selected for Harlequins Rugby League Scholarships in 2012   
 
Nick Brooks, Captain of the Wheelchair Team is in the England Development Group and is pushing hard for 
an international jersey, and we have two International appointments in wheelchair RL with mark Roughsedge 
as Assistant Coach and Martin Coyd as Team Manager for the Test match v France on Saturday 08 October 
2011 
 
In knockout football we have had great success with the Under 14’s winning the WCAM London RL 
Challenge Cup in July @ the Stoop and the Under 12’s winning the WCAM London RL Grand Final, the first 
in the club’s history 



 
Champions in 2011 

 

 
 

Under 12   Grand Final Winners 
 
 

 

 
 

Under 14    Challenge Cup Winners 
 
  
 

 
 



 
2011 - Representative Team Selections 

London RL Origin 
 
London RL Origin South Under 12 
 
Josh Bruin, Joe Hicks, Alex Russell, William Vodo, Billy Young 
 
Mike Nayler (Head Coach), Pal Bains (Asst Coach) 
 
 
London RL Origin South Under 13 
 
Robert Butler, Joe Coyd, David Harris, Roshane Johnson, Dan O’Brien, Sam Sharpe, Mitchell Stone 
    
Mark Roughsedge (Head Coach), Robbie Stone (Asst Coach), Lee McClelland (Team Manager) 
 
 
London RL Origin South Under 14 
 
Zac Cole, Charlie Faux, Jamie Gillen, Tom Josling, Ben Masalovich, Connor Nayler, Connor O’Grady  
 
Justin Hollidge (Asst Coach) 
  
  
London RL Origin South Under 15 
 
Bradley Davolls, Kaine Dimech, Charlie Killick, Alex page, Liam Rice-Wilson    
 
 
London RL Origin South Under 16 

  
Ashley Banfield, Henry Butler, Hayden Lewis, Hayden Stringer, Munro Third     

 
Martin Coyd (Asst Coach), Steve Lewis (Asst Coach) 
 
 
London RL Origin South Under 18 
 
Doug Ebanks, Nick Hardinges, Jordan Lewis, Aaron Mills, Kishan Muthu     

 
Martin O’Brien (Asst Coach) 
 
 
 
England Wheelchair Rugby League 
 
V France 08 Oct 11 
 
Martin Coyd (Team Manager), Mark Roughsedge (Asst Coach) 
 
Talent Development group 
 
Nick Brooks 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



2010-11 
 

Performance & Development Programmes 
 
 

RFL Player Development Centre       
 
Under 13 
 
Amrik Bains, Robert Butler, Joe Coyd, Matt Davolls, David Harris, Dan O’Brien, Sam Sharpe, Mitchell Stone 
 
Mike Nayler (Head Coach) 
 
Under 14 
 
Zac Cole, Charlie Faux, Jamie Gillen, Tom Josling, Ben Masalovich, Connor Nayler, Connor O’Grady 
 
Mark Roughsedge (Head coach), Martin Coyd (Asst Coach) 
 
 
 
Harlequins Rugby League Scholarship 
 
Under 15 
 
Elliott Barnes, Callum Daulby, Richard Harris 
 
Martin Coyd (Asst Coach) 
 
Under 16 
 
Lawrence Chittil, Tom Coyd, Luke Edwards, Joe Fish 
 
 
 
Harlequins Rugby League Academy 
 
Under 18 
 
Ryan Dowsett*, Nick Hardinges, Gavin Hyder*, Marcus Parnell*, Ashley Smith*, Adam Shears,   
Ben Shears *, Fergus Stewart * 
 
Under 20 
 
Gavin Hyder*            

         
 
* Professional Contract 

 
 
        
 
 

 
 

 
 



2011-12 Selections 
 

 
RFL Player Development Centre – Pre Selected for 11-12 
 
Under 14 
 
Joe Coyd, Matt Davolls, Mitchell Stone  
 
 
Harlequins Rugby League Scholarship 
 
Under 16 
 
Elliott Barnes, Callum Daulby, Kaine Dimech, Richard Harris 
 
 
Under 15 
 
Charlie Faux, Jamie Gillen, Tom Josling, Ben Masalovich 
 
 
Scholarship Manager 

 
Martin Coyd  
 
 
 

Harlequins RL Scholarship Under 16 Catalan Tour 2011 
 

 

 
 

Tom Coyd, Joe Fish, Lawrence Chittil, Luke Edwards 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Imagine a team possessing the pure awesomeness of Kung Fu Panda, the power and wisdom of Optimus 
Prime or Bumblebee and Led Zeppelin (combined!), all the goodness of a Milky Bar or The Force…a dream 
team, a truly magnificent team, an all conquering team… exalted, honoured and reigning supreme. 
 
Now imagine a team comprised of White Line Fever Smurf, Stand Still Smurf, Run Away Smurf, Can I Kick? 
(you or the ball, I don’t mind which!) Smurf, and Pain In The A*** Smurf. 
 
Which one was the Magnificent U7s of 2011? Somewhere in between, in the shape of over thirty blessed 
beings aged 3.5 to 7 years who graced the U7s Dragons this season. 
 
We’ve had good times, bad times. They’ve left the opposition, supporters and themselves dazed and 
confused. There’s been plenty of communication breakdown, mostly in the tiny space between their little 
ears. But with a whole lotta love, from parents/carers, what is and what should never be, has come to pass 
this season. But the battle of evermore will be won! 
 
For while they should never run in the wrong direction… what is, is the great ball carries, the speed, the 
great running lines, the guile, the passing, the spirit, the determination, the bravery and the promise…way 
beyond their tender years, especially when taking on players almost twice their age and size, in arenas such 
as The Stoop, surrounded by thousands. All the positives you’d look for in a player and in a team have been 
there.  
 
They didn’t win any festivals, but they led the way: always true to the club ethos of enabling people to play 
the greatest game, they travelled wherever and whenever they were invited (to St. Albans Centurions, Hemel 
Stags, Sussex Merlins, Elmbridge Eagles, Brentwood Elvers), everyone playing regardless of the level of 
(any?) ability, always playing the game in the right spirit and always remembering it’s fun!  
 
Last season the Dragons U7s were half of the four teams entered in the Quins’ Festival. This year the 
Dragons teams were two of eight. The game continues to grow from the bottom up. The Dragons U7s 
continue to breed and be fed and watered by caring parents/carers.  
 
Like the lady who's sure all that glitters is gold*, Dazzle knows the crazy diamonds of the Magnificent 
Dragons U7s will continue to shine on, and says we love you to: Aiden Phillips, Austin and Rory Youngs, 
Arun Bains, Ben York, Ben Nayler, Bobby Fourman, Bryn and Brock Grierson, Crawford Middlemiss, Emily 
O’Brien, Finley Mathe, Finn Patterson, Harry Dalrmple, Harry Jenner, Samuel and Jacob Morris, Jacob and 
Joshua Sullivan, Josh Ajao, Kieran Bannister, Lachlan Aram, Lewis Hitchen, Nathan Davolls, Oliver Harris, 
Phil Laqueretabua, Robin Barnett, Sailos Kama, Sam Ross, Sebastian Brooks and SpongeBob 
Squarepants.  
 
 
* ‘if you listen very hard, the tune will come to you at last…’ and so COMPETITION OPEN TO ALL 
DRAGONS. The first Dragon to e-mail the titles of the 8 Led Zeppelin songs listed or referenced above, to 
bthandi@blueyonder.co.uk wins a £20 Game voucher.  Come on you nearly dead of the Masters, show us 
how old you really are! 

 

Play the 

ball, 

Sponge! 



 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Ruby Moore

Kieran Bannister

Arun Bains

See you 

next 

season! ☺ 



Under 9 

A season of highs and lows . . . 
A wet and windy February saw the start of an eagerly awaited new season of mini ruby 
league. The U9 squad at the first training session consisted of 9 players of whom 5 were 
moving up into the team from the U7s and looking forward to a season of contact rugby for 
the first time. 
It took more than 5 weeks for the squad to taste some action for the first time, a home 
game against Brentwood and a close loss against a team who would dominate this age 
group over the rest of the season. The next game was an away game at Brighton and with 
only 4 travelling players resulted in another loss. As the season was progressing it was 
becoming more obvious that the smaller Dragons would continue to struggle against some 
of the far bigger and more experienced U9 teams. 
The season continued to be a mixture of highs and lows, in no two games did the U9s 
manage to play their strongest selection due to availability, yet still all players gave 100% 
commitment on the pitch and finished every game with a smile on their faces. Isn’t this 
what mini’s is all about? 
A season that promised so much ended in disappointment on the pitch. With on average 
only one game played a month over June, July and August, there was very little 
opportunity for the squad to blend and for the team to develop. On the plus side is that by 
the end of the season 19 players were on the books and all had played in at least one 
competitive match and/or festival. An even bigger achievement is belonging to a club that 
won the London RL Award: Mini RL Club of The Year 2011. Not one fixture cancelled by 
the Dragons and the willingness to travel to any fixture. 

Looking forward to next year; 6 players are moving up to U11s: Phoebe Coyd, Daniel 
Joughin, Jordan Koroitamana, Alfie Leggett, Rhys Price & Robson Reeves so we wish 
them good luck on their next adventure. The U9 squad still has a lot of excellent players 
remaining, who will all be looking forward to next season and the chance to build on the 
experiences gained this year. Things are looking bright for the U9s Dragons with a 
potentially successful season just around the corner. 

 



Under 11 
 

 

2011 was a tremendous year for the Medway Dragon Under 11’s, both in terms of success and in terms of 
growth. A total of 35 players trained with the U11’s during the course of the 2011 season, with a fairly even 
split between U10’s and U11’s making up the squad. 
 

 

The Dragons U11’s completed all their 

fixtures during the season, which included 3 

festivals at Elmbridge, Brentwood and the 

Mighty Quins. From those festival the team, 

appeared in two finals and one Semi-final, 

with the standout performance coming the 

Quins festival with the Dragons only just 

missing out to a golden try after a full 8+ 

minutes of extra time. 

 
 
 
The Under 11’s played and expansive brand of football, with a large portion of their tries for the season 
coming from the centre’s and wingers, with the forward consistently making holes through the middle of the 
park. 
The Dragons welcomed back Rhea Callaghan, for her third season at the club, as she once again flew the 
loan flag for the girls when the season kicked off. This year however, she was joined part way through the 
season by Paris Farley, a welcome addition to the female ranks. Both girls also took part in the Dragons U12 
girls inaugural season, which often meant playing two matches in a day. 
In addition to Paris, the Dragons welcomed a host of players new to Rugby League, some of who were as a 
result of various initiatives at the local schools.  
The Under 11’s also broke new ground, as they were the first U11 team from the region to play a club from 

the North, as they entertained the Leeds Leopards at the Stoop. However their crowning achievement was to 

be recognized as one of the top two U11’s teams, and as part of the best Mini’s club at the 2011 regional 

awards at the Emirates Stadium.  

 

 

  
 
 
  
 

 
            

Mighty Medway Dragons @ Brentwood 

 
 

The Dragons @ the Stoop 



Girls RL 
 

 
 
 
Foundation Team 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1

st
 match v West London Jets 

 



Under 12 

Medway Dragons Under 12’s have had a truly exceptional year in every way.  Early on, in a cramped 
dressing room the team set out the plan.  Simple really, to have loads of fun, continue to learn how to play, 
get better as players and as people.  They did. 

Through the season, the team completed 100% of the fixtures and performed well.  Three games were lost 
in total, but the measure of success was not the scoreboard, it was improvement across the board, players 
and coaches.  An early indication of the promise of the team came when, away at St Albans, in front of the 
RFL selectors, Josh Bruin picked up the ball in his own 20, broke out, passé it on to Alex Russell, who added 
some pace and then through a great offload to the charging Owen Baldwin who crashed over in the corner 
for a classic try. 

The first trophy success came with the 2011 Challenge Shield at the Stoop on Saturday 18 Jun 11. Having 
been knocked out of the cup by Elmbridge Eagles, the lads bounced back and won in style without losing a 
game.  The momentum carried on from there and the team stayed strong through summer and were 
successful in achieving the 2011 U12 Minor Premiers Trophy.  This is given to the team who finishes top of 
the league in the regular season. 

The play offs were a thrilling rollercoaster ride of thrills, spills and high octane emotions for all.  Staines 
Titans and Brixton Bulls came to The Garrison played extremely well, causing the Dragons to dig in and play 
hard. The 2011 U12 Grand Final was a great game against fierce rivals Elmbridge Eagles.  The lads stuck to 
the game plan, having huge faith in each other, coming back from 4 – 14 to be crowned Winners - the first 
Medway Dragons side to win a Junior League Grand Final. 

Off the field, Tim Holland and Sandra Young were fantastic.  Very supportive, very professional and created 
a great team to ensure the lads could perform at their very best. 

The spirit of the whole team, players, volunteers and families was truly exceptional, all the time.   

We played hard, did good 

Thank you 

Martin 

 

 



Under 14 

 
The 20111 U14’s season was a spectacular success tainted with disappointment at the final hurdle. 
35 players wore the Gold and Red of the dragons, and every player did their club proud. The league gave us 
a chance to ensure the squad were utilised to the full and although this often meant players having to 
perform in positions and roles they were unaccustomed to each and every one of them rose to the challenge 
and in regularly challenging circumstances performed admirably. Highlights of the league season included 
an outstanding defensive display to hold a very strong Croydon team and secure a last minute win away 
from home, an exceptional all round display in beating a Strong and determined Brixton team at home and a 
clinically destructive win against local rivals Greenwich. The standout league result however was a superb 
performance against Staines Titans, away from home where 24 players played and every player contributed 
to a comfortable win against Challenge Cup Final reaching opponents. 
 
Interspersed with the league was the inaugural challenge cup which gave the U14’s squad a chance to field 
their strongest squads and their ability to execute under pressure shone through with a comprehensive 
victory away against table topping Elmbridge Eagles in the quarter finals and a stunning second half 
performance to overturn a 20 point deficit and defeat Richmond in the semi finals. This set up a final against 
Staines Titans and in front of a huge crowd at The Twickenham Stoop the U14’s Dragons became the first 
team in Medway Dragons history to win major silverware with a crushing defeat of Staines Titans. This 
performance, and victory sealed this group of players place in the history of our club and demonstrated just 
what a special group of players they are. 
 
With silverware secured the squad went back to the task of qualifying for the Playoffs which they did with a 
strong end of season showing. Finally finishing 4

th
 overall they secured a quarter final against the team that 

finished top of the league, Elmbridge Eagles, away from home. Form and home advantage should have 
been enough to see Elmbridge take the spoils but in a huge upset The Dragons produced their performance 
of the season to demolish Elmbridge and secure a semi-final against Richmond. Again form and league 
position favoured the team from West London but the Dragons dug deep, defended when they needed to 
and broke the Richmond spirit, eventually running out clear winners. This left the boys with just one more 
hurdle in front of them, but with Brentwood Elvers as the opposition this was never going to be an easy 
hurdle to overcome. 
 
As with the previous league encounter the Brentwood Dragons final was a physical, aggressive and 
explosive affair, and both teams had chances to win the game. Having spurned two opportunities to build a  
lead the Dragons shipped two easy tries and with 10 minutes to go in the game found themselves 12 points 
in arrears and staring a second successive final defeat to Brentwood in the face. However this group of 
players are made of sterner stuff and in a turnaround that no other team in the U14’s competition could have 
staged the Dragons scored twice in 6 minutes to draw level. The second try, with literally the last play of the 
game was arguably the moment of the season, with Captain and inspiration Jamie Gillen breaking from his 
own goal line, leaving Elvers in his wake and running the length of the field to score under the posts. This 
score drew the game level and meaning the contest would be decided by golden point shootout.  
Dragons received, drove forward and positioned themselves for the decisive score but through a 
combination of brilliant scrambling Elvers defence, missed opportunities and panic the dragons let their 
chance slip by. Elvers then had their opportunity and within a set the Dragons found themselves pinned on 
their goal line. Eventually the defensive effort proved too much and an unfortunate penalty was conceded. 
Elvers took their chance and kicked a winning penalty. 
 
Whilst a heartbreaking defeat in the worst possible circumstances, the resolve, effort and sheer guts the 
Dragons showed, in coming back into a game that with 6 minutes to go they were completely out of, what a 
spirit and ability the team had. Very few fortunate to watch the final that day would disagree that the U14’s 
Dragons played all the Rugby League and did themselves, their club and their sport proud with their 
performance. 
 
This season has presented challenges, disappointments and frustration at times, but looking back at the end 
of the season these are all surpassed by the joy, elation, excitement, bewilderment and sheer pleasure that 
this squad have given their supporters and club. Every player has played their part, every player has 
developed, both as a performer and a person. They have been a joy to coach and manage and they will take 
their successes and disappointments in their stride and in 2012 will prove to be their year.  
 
Thank you for letting me come along for the ride boys 
 
Phil 



Under 16 
 
 
A fantastic season of incredible performances and great games, but above all lots of fun. We’ve had our 
heartaches along the way, with some disappointing defeats, but these have been far outweighed by the good 
times. 
 
At the start of the season we put out full-strength squads a number of times, and even leant players to 
Brentwood Elvers in our cup exit game. However, as the season got going and our Harlequins players left us 
for their representative duty, our small squad of dedicated players really started gelling together, playing 
consistently week in and week out. 
 
We’ve played in the pouring rain (remember the horizontal stuff in Brentwood) and the scorching heat (a 
great day out to Ipswich), but we always travelled and we always played. We’ve played with thirteen players 
and we’ve played with nine (none of us who were there will ever forget our League play-off game at 
Greenwich). 
 
More than any of this, and usually when the odds were against us, we’ve played with passion and pride – 
Rugby League is the greatest game, and I am proud to have coached a team of the greatest Dragons who 
play it. 
 
My thanks to all of you who played with us this season – I salute you. 
 
Mike 

 
 
 
 



Under 18 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 



Masters 
 

                           
 

 
 
While the rest of the Dragon kingdom sleeps our Masters continue their quest.  First in last out. In January 
preparation commenced for the pilgrimage to Cardiff and its Millennium Magic Weekend.  On cold frosty 
Sunday mornings we met on the Great lines and our reward was the famous victory over Wales and finishing 
2nd to the Army.  Last out. And we shall take refuge after our sortie to Lincolnshire, where we take to the 
skies at RAF Cranwell and do battle against the Royal Air Force Masters. 
  
In between, our Masters have completed 13 fixtures within a 10 month period. Our numbers have grown and 
currently sit at 44 masters over the age of 35 years. 
  
We have travelled far and wide and covered many distances, making new friends on the way.  Our Merry 
Masters from Medway sought salvation in their Crusade to the heart land of Rugby League at Warrington.  
Competing against our host Crosfields, an eventful encounter against Thatto Heath of St Helens and 
finishing with victory of Blackpool.  And if that wasn't enough excitement in one weekend, being volunteered 
for an open age game on the journey back against DAISNAID on a Sunday afternoon. (That's my boys). 
  
Our reward ? To date 19 players have been selected to play for London Masters for the curtain raisers 
against The London Skolars Masters on their open day and Yorkshire Masters for the Friday Night Lights 
event.  But it was at the Stoop. Home of Harlequins RL.  Medway Dragons Masters were invited to play The 
London Masters in the Curtain raiser of Quins v Wigan.  Finishing with an emphatic victory over the 
Londoners. 
  
In less than 2 years The Dragon Masters have become the Ambassadors in  Rugby League Masters  for 
London and the South East.  We shall continue to grow from strength to strength.  We will travel to the 
establish clubs and benchmark ourselves against them picking up whatever we can and put it to our 
use. During this season London Junior Rugby League Awards, which were held at the Emirates Stadium.  
Medway Dragons picked up the League for All award.  This award goes to the club for its effort and hard 
work outside Junior Rugby League.  And thanks to the Masters section we came up triumphs. 
  
I personally have had so much fun this season putting together the Masters events home and away.  I am 
fortunate enough to have great company and a fantastic set of friends who have helped to make Masters a 
success.  Without you guys there would be no team.  I would like to thank my head coach John Derbyshire 
for putting some kind of structure of a team together and to Graham McManus for his translation skills for my 
north of Watford friends.  And to you chaps. Thank you. We have had a lot of laughs along the way and long 
may that continue. I can’t wait for season three to begin. 
  
  
Eddie Baldwin 
Master of Masters 
 
 
 

Dragons Masters on Tour 

 



 
 

                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
Open Age 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


